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Introduction
• Previous presentations by RNP at CEFnets in 2006, 2007,
2010 and 2014 have presented the evolution of the
network footprint and (especially optical) technologies and
infrastructure used by RNP, and also by other R&E networks
in South America, including the Latin American regional
network, RedCLARA, and some of its associated NRENs.
• These presentations have provided snapshots along the
timeline from 2004 to the present, and have included both
reports of existing networks and predictions of expected
future development.
• Unfortunately, the predictions concerning deploying 100G
networks were much less accurate than seemed at the
time.
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RNP current network organisation
RNP provides full Internet (R&E and commodity) service to
>1500 client campi through a hierarchical organisation of
networks, currently composed of
 National backbone network with a Point of Presence (PoP)
in the national capital and in each of 26 states. Most links
currently provided by 2 national telcos (Oi and Telebras)
 26 metro networks in cities with PoPs, linking client campi
to the PoP by RNP-owned optical infrastructure.
 13 owned metro networks in other cities, with a Point of
Aggregation (PoA) connected to the local PoP.
 Dedicated links from client campi to the local PoP.
 International links from selected backbone PoPs to US and
RedCLARA (Latin American backbone)
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Current national backbone (Rede Ipê)
27 PoPs
interconnected by:
- 33x 10G links (some
composed as 20G)
- 4x 3G links
- 4x 1G links
3 PoPs have
international
connections:
• Fortaleza to Miami
(US)
• São Paulo (PoP of
RedCLARA), to
Santiago (CL) and
Miami (US)
• Porto Alegre to
Buenos Aires (AR)
and Santiago (CL)
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39 FO metro networks (26 in capitals)
Currently connects about
400 campi in 39 cities.
Programme begun in 2004,
with the aim of providing
dark fibre interconnection
of client campi located in a
metropolitan area.

Typically, the infrastructure
has been built using 36 or
48 strand cables. So far
WDM is the exception
rather than the rule.
The fibre is often shared
with other public bodies,
and serves as ”capital” for
swap agreements with
other entities.
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Current International Links
3 separate schemes for international traffic:
1. RedCLARA: a regional network within Latin America for
exchanging traffic with national R&E networks in Argentina
(AR), Chile (CL), Colombia (CO), Costa Rica (CR), Ecuador
(EC), El Salvador (SV), Guatemala (GT), Mexico (MX),
Panama (PA), Paraguay (PY), Peru (PE), Uruguay (UY), and
Venezuela (VE). Supported by subscriptions.
2. AmLight: a project coordinated by Florida International U
(FIU) in Miami, which provides high capacity connectivity
between the USA and R&E networks in Brazil (RNP and
ANSP) and Chile (REUNA).
3. Scalable capacity optical links between Brazil, Argentina
and Chile, shared between R&E networks and owners of the
fibre infrastructure. Implemented using DWDM on a shared
optical fibre.
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RedCLARA: Topology March 2017
(The link BR-EU has since been decommissioned)
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Brazil – USA: AmLight Project (NSF/IRNC 2014)
• Alliance w/ FIU & ANSP (São
Paulo Academic Network)
• 110G + 110G by Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans
• All circuits leased
• Interconnection points:
– São Paulo and Fortaleza
(BR), Santiago (CL)
• Redundancy: 4 physically
diverse submarine cable
routes
– (100 + 10)G + (100 + 10)G
= 110G + 110G = 220G
• Commodity traffic
transported to IXP/Miami

Scalable Optical Link: Brazil-Argentina (Level 3)

Business Model:
Fibre owner prepared to
share the long-term use
of the optical link,
through use of a DWDM
system. Capital costs
usually paid for by nonowner.
The available spectrum is
divided between the
users in some fashion.
Each user entity pays for
their own transponders.
Maintainence costs to be
divided as agreed.

RNP & RedCLARA
• Right of Use of ½ dark fibre
• Currently lit: 4 × 10G
• Potential to light as n ×
100G
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Phases of RNP development 1/2 (until 2003)
Phase
dates
1:
19921994

Backbone

Links up to 64K.
Extension to 15 PoPs.
Use of telephone
circuits.
2:
Links up to 2M.
1995- All 27 states with PoPs.
1999 Up to 5 int'l links at 2M

Important Events
RNP operates the first Internet network in the country
with interstate connections.

Start of the commercial Internet in the country, using
RNP's and commercial backbones (1995)
High-Speed Metropolitan Networks Project (ReMAV) for
experimental use (from 1997)
RNP incorporated with long-term federal funding
(1999)
3:
ATM and Frame Relay 45M to Internet2 (Ampath Project with FIU: 20012004).
2000- Nodes ≤155M,
2003 links ≤28M
RNP qualified as a Social Organization (2002).
Int'l Connections at
155M and 45M

Project GIGA – interstate optical fibre testbed network
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(2003-7).

Phases of RNP development 2/2 (from 2004)
Phase Backbone
dates
4:
SDH and PDH.

Important Events

2004
5:

Int’l commodity Internet access contracted in Brazil
Redecomep: build owned optical metro nets in larger
cities (2005-).

Connections ≤ 622M
Optical links at 2.5G
2005- and 10G reaching 10
2010 capitals

RedClara begins operation.

2x10G links to the US shared with ANSP (S. Paulo
state) and FIU (Florida Int’l Univ.) (2009-);

Int’l commodity traffic via IXP in Miami (2009-).
6:
24 node optical
Veredas Novas (New Paths): links to upstate cities
2011- backbone at 3G e 10G (2012-).
2017 39 metro nets (2014). 2 Container-based data centers (CDCs) (2013-)
4x 10G to Miami (2013); 2x 100G + 2x 10G to Miami
(2017)
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Evolution of RNP network capacities
3 graphs:
• Ethernet TP
technology
• International capacity
• Average b/b link
capacity
Observations - Huge
improvements in
• Backbone bandwidth
with optical links from
2005
• metro access in 1998
(UFF) and in 2007
(MetroBel) due to
adoption of owned
fibre

What will be Phase 7? Need to migrate to 100G?
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What will be Phase 7 of the RNP network?
Considerations:
• Many links of the current backbone are congested, and link
failure leads to even more congestion
• Our current agreement with our main backbone provider
expires by 2021,
• Already our main international links to the US have
migrated to 100G, and their use is limited to São Paulo.
• Big Science is requiring very high capacity international
access to astronomical observatories in Chile by way of
Brazil (both from Europe and the US).
Conclusion:
• We urgently need an economically feasible long-term
solution for backbone expansion
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New Big Science demands and solutions
• Current projects focus principally on astronomical
observatories located in Chile, such as
• LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope)
• ESO (European Southern Observatory)
• ALMA (Atacama Atacama Large Millimeter Array)
• Some of these projects have large data demands, which
involve transport to the US, Europe or Japan, and help is
being offered by the countries involved to upgrade the R&E
networks in the region and their international connections.
• Examples include the LSST project and the BELLA project, in
large part financed by the EU.
• These projects take advantage of new 100G submarine
cables
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New submarine cables & RNP
• Use of Monet
Cable in LSST
Project
• Use of Ellalink in
BELLA Project
• Use of SACS and
Monet in
AARCLight Project
(US-BR-Angola)
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Note the new importance of Fortaleza as an
international exchange point with direct connections to
4 continents

Brazil – EUA (2017) – LSST Project
• Project AmLight ExP
(Express and Protect)
• Use of Monet Cable
– MoA signed in 2015
– Partners: Brazilian
astronomy community,
LSST, ANSP, RNP & FIU
– Use of optical spectrum
(GHz)
• 680G+ includes LSST, GNA,
ANSP, RNP
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LSST Project – RNP’s viewpoint
• MoA signed in July - September 2015
• RNP is committed to provide connectivity between São Paulo
and Santiago 2 x 100 G
– 100 G starting September 30, 2019
– Additional 100 G of burst traffic
– Agreement lasts until September 2032.

• In exchange, RNP will be granted access to 100 GHz spectrum
on the Monet cable, between Florida and São Paulo.
– 100 GHz: 2 channels with current 100 G technology
– Santos, SP, to Boca Raton, FL.
– Available when the cable becomes operational
– The 100 GHz operation will be the subject of a separate MoA
– The Brazilian astronomy community will also gain right to participate
actively in the LSST project
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BELLA project (Building Europe Link to Latin
America), with subprojects BELLA-S & BELLA-T
BELLA-S: project to acquire
spectrum (45 slots) on a new
100G subsea cable between
Portugal and Brazil for R&E
network use during the cable
lifetime (25 years)

EC and S. American
governments to support this
aquisition by GEANT and
RedCLARA
1 slot for use by Copernicus.
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BELLA project (Building Europe Link to Latin
America), with subprojects BELLA-S & BELLA-T
BELLA-T: project to build a
scalable terrestrial DWDM
capacity to provide access to:
- backhaul to the BELLA-S
cable from NRENs in S.
America
- Internal use for the NREN
in each participating
country
- Funding by EC and LA
NRENS
Each NREN will need to build
out its national portion of this
network.
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Building Phase 7 of the RNP backbone
• RNP needs to build a scalable network infrastructure to
meet the following needs:
 Expand the capacity of its network whilst reducing
running costs
 Provide network infrastructure required by the BELLA-T
project
• Partners with long-distance fibre assets have been sought:
the candidates include smaller telco providers, and big
energy utility companies.

• First positive results with a state-controlled electrical
company in NE Brazil, called CHESF
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RNP National Backbone 2018
Backbone 2018

• Fortaleza – Porto
Alegre Route
• 100 G Southeast
Ring
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RNP National Backbone 2018
• 3 phases:
– Northeast
region (NE)
– Southeast
region (SE)
– Southern region
(S)
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Northeast – Alliance with CHESF
• CHESF – Companhia Hidro
Elétrica
CHESF do São Francisco
• Right of Use of ½ the optical
spectrum
• Initially using 3 × 100G waves
• Part of the Fortaleza - Porto
Alegre route
– Fortaleza - Recife – Salvador –
South of Bahia

• Agreement signed on Sept 19,
2016, to last 20 years.
• DWDM equipment (Huawei)
recently imported to light up
the fibre between Fortaleza and
Salvador by the end of 2017
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The network
• 6900 km of OPGW cables
‒ 8 states and their capitals
‒ 10 backbone links
• CHESF:
‒ Maintenence of optical fibre
‒ Maintenence of SDH equipment
‒ Network opertion
‒ Garantee of 99.98% SLA per PoP,
and 99% per route
• RNP:
‒ Initial Investment
‒ Repair of modules and other
acessories of DWDM system
‒ Maintenence of last mile of RNP
nodes

Economic analysis of the investment 2017-2019
Fase
Investment (BRL = aprox 0,23 EUR)
Backbone PoPs
Backbone Links
User Campi
Upstate metro network
FO lit (km)
Avoided cost Access (per annum)
(BRL)
Avoided cost Backbone (per annum)
(BRL)

1
20M
10
7
23

2
!%M
3
2
13

2000

3
7
0,9M
redundancy
12
1
3200
800

3.5M

3.6M

0,9M

12.6M

3.6M

0
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Final thoughts on BELLA
BELLA-S (submarine cable)
• It is hoped that the decision to build the Ellalink cable will
be taken in 2017, and that it will become available for use 2
years later.
• This cable will make an important alteration in global
connectivity, enabling alternative routes between Europe
and S. America.
BELLA-T (terrestrial network)
• Currently tenders are in course for completing the new
DWDM 100G network linking South American NRENs by
2020
• This network will be of great importance for providing
access to the great observatories of Chile, and of
transporting its data to the Northern Hemisphere.
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Update on the Amazon Rivers project
(CEFnets 2014)
• In a previous presentation to CEFnets in 2014, our
presentation included the description of a proposal to lay
optical fibre cables along the beds of the great rivers of the
Amazon region of northern Brazil.
• This proposal has been adopted and modified by the
Brazilian Army, renaming it the Amazonia Connected
Programme, and taking the first steps to make it a reality.
• In two separate steps in 2016 andd 2017, the Army
proceeded to lay optical cable in the Solimões River
between Manaus and the towns of Manacapuru, Coari and
Tefé, a total of more than 450 km.
• This work was reported partially at TNC16:
https://tnc16.geant.org/getfile/2567
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Few existing FO routes in Amazonia, and
almost none in western Amazonia
OPGW:
• Belém – Tucuruí –
Boa Vista
Marabá – Santarém –
Macap
Itaituba
Jurupar
á
Belém
i
• Tucuruí – Macapá –
Manau
Manaus
Tucuruí
Santarém
Coari s
Itaituba
• Porto Velho – Rio
Urucu
Branco
to national FO
• Boa Vista – Venezuela
Porto Velho
infrastructure
Highway:
Rio
to national FO
Branco
• Manaus – Boa Vista
infrastructure
• Porto Velho – Manaus
• Macapá – French
Starting around 2010, there are still only 3 FO cable
Guiana
crossings of the Amazon/Solimões:
Gas pipeline:
1. Manaus (subfluvial) 2. Jurupari (aerial) 3. Coari (duct)
• Manaus – Coari –
Urucu

The first Amazon Rivers (AR) proposal, 2013
A project to deploy subfluvial optical
cable in the Amazon region
• Complete project: 7,784 km
– 6 routes: A: Amazon, B:
Negro,
C: Branco, D: Solimões, E:
Madeira,
F : (Atlantic coast) Macapá –
French Guiana
• Estimated cost: US$ 500 million

First stage
– Route “A”: 2,100 km; estimated cost: US$
200 M.
– Interconnects state capitals: Belém,
Macapá and Manaus,
– Almost exactly the same route as the
telegraph cable of 1895-96
Grizendi, E.; Stanton, M.A. “Use of subfluvial optical cable in a
region without land-based infrastructure - a project to deploy optical
cable in the Amazon region”. UbuntuNet-Connect 2013, Kigale,
Rwanda.
http://www.ubuntunet.net/sites/ubuntunet.net/files/grizend.pdf

Macapá
Óbidos

Manaus

Marzagã
o
Breves
Monte Alegre

Parintin
s
Itacoatiara

Santarém

Belém

Amazonia Connected (AC)
programme – 2015
[http://www.amazoniaconectada.eb.mil.br/eng/]

• Initiative of the Brazilian Army
to provide broadband access in
Amazonia
• Programme to deploy subfluvial
FO cables along major navigable
rivers
• Create data highways (infovias)
to provide high quality data
services to riverside
communities

Partners:
• Brazilian Army
• Amazonas state government
• Amazonas state university
• Amazonas state IT company
• Pará state IT company
• Eletrobras (energy utility)
• Telebras (telco)
• RNP

Amazonia Connected: 5 planned data
highways
Proposed rivers
(8,000 km):
• Solimões
• Rio Negro
• Madeira
• Purus
• Juruá

Manaus

Tabatinga

Tefé
Coari

to national FO
infrastructure
Porto Velho

Phase 1:
• Solimões:
Manaus – Tabatinga
1,600 km
• By 2017

to national FO
infrastructure
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